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From Hong Kong to Xinjiang…: Beijing is Catching
on to Washington’s Insidious “Regime Change
Tactics”
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Though it has a new catchy name, the recent “revolution” in Hong Kong followed a very
familiar pattern of US engineered regime change and destabilisation. And the Chinese are
well aware of it!

Now we know that Russia knows full well the ways and means of ‘regime changing’ the
empire of chaos uses over and over to ensure its supremacy. This was made clear by Putin
in his Valdai Club speech:

Incidentally, at the time, our colleagues [the US] tried to somehow manage
these  processes,  use  regional  conflicts  and  design  ‘colour  revolutions’  to  suit
their interests, but the genie escaped the bottle. It looks like the controlled
chaos theory fathers themselves do not know what to do with it;  there is
disarray in their ranks.

China has also been subject to attempts at regime change both in the Xinjiang province in
West China and most recently in Hong Kong. The question is how aware are the Chinese of
the US role in these protest movements? A recent YouTube video makes it abundantly clear
that the Chinese read the geopolitical chess game very well, if the views presented also
reflect the views of Chinese people generally. The video maps out 12 steps that the US uses
for regime change and goes on to explain how these “regime changes” around the world
and the antagonizing of Russia and China follow a pattern that could lead to World War III.

The 12 Steps to regime change, employed by the USm as outlined in the video:

Dispatch CIA, MI6 and other intelligence officers as students, tourists, volunteers,1.
businessmen, and reporters to the target country
Set  up  non-governmental  organisations  (NGO)  under  the  guise  of2.
humanitarianism to fight for “democracy” and “human rights” In order to attract
advocates of freedom and ideals
Attract local traitors and especially academics, politicians, reporters, soldiers,3.
etc., through bribery, or threaten those who have some stain in their life
If the target country has labour unions, bribe them4.
Pick a catchy theme or color for the revolution. Examples include the Prague5.
spring  (1968),  Velvet  revolution  (Eastern  Europe,  1969),  Rose  revolution
(Georgia, 2003), Cedar revolution (Lebanon, 2005), Orange revolution (Ukraine),
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Green revolution (Iran), Jasmin revolution, Arab Spring and even Hong Kong’s
Umbrella revolution
Start protests for whatever reasons to kick off the revolution. It could be human6.
rights,  democracy,  government  corruption  or  electoral  fraud.  Evidence  isn’t
necessary; any excuse will do
Write  protests  signs  and  banners  in  English  to  let  Americans  see  and  get7.
American politicians and civilians involved
Let those corrupted politicians, intellectuals and union leaders join the protests8.
and call upon all people with grievances to join
The US and European mainstream media help continuously emphasize that the9.
revolution is caused by injustice thereby gaining the support of the majority
When  the  whole  world  is  watching,  stage  a  false-flag  action.  The  target10.
government will soon be destabilised and lose support among its people
Add in violent agent provocateurs to provoke the police to use force. This will11.
cause the target government to lose the support of other countries and become
“deligitimized” by the international community
Send politicians to the US, EU and UN to petition so that the target government12.
will  face the threat of economic sanctions, no-fly zones and even airstrikes and
an armed rebel uprising

Anyone who has being paying just a little attention to the world events can recognise this
pattern. Psychopaths are not that creative and therefore tend to use the same method
again  and  again.  And  mostly  it  works  out  to  the  benefit  of  the  psychopaths  in  power,  to
whom it doesn’t matter if their hand in the regime change is exposed after the installment
of a new puppet. The subservient MSM is always on hand to further the propaganda and
knock down any objecting views that reveal the hand of the man behind the curtain and can
always rely on name calling when arguments are lacking. An example of how this works with
regard to the Hong Kong protests can be seen here:

Sott Exclusive: The NYT goes batty over China’s freedom of association

And the public memory is conveniently very short, with all the distraction that Hollywood,
the social media and the General Law can come up with.

The video goes on:

If the 12 steps above do not work, then the US will find an excuse to intervene
militarily and overthrow the target government by force. In fact, these steps
have proven to be very effective.

[…]

Therefore,  it  is  not  by  spontaneous  civil  movements  that  countries  are
overthrown. On the contrary, the revolts are carefully planned and plotted. In
fact, overthrowing a country by means of civil  unrests is far cheaper than
sending troops to attack and destroy it. That’s why the US kept applying these
12 steps against countries it deem as enemies.

Though the video blames it all on the Freemasons, it would be more correct to say the
pathological elite. One of the key defining traits of this subspecies is the fact that they have
no conscience and therefore care naught about human suffering and deaths. It could even
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be argued that they relish such suffering.

As always the onus is on us to acquire knowledge and to wake up to this nightmare and the
fact that there are predators among us who don’t have essential human qualities. This is
becoming easier as the empire of chaos, in its desperate battle to maintain hegemony, is
showing its  true nature  for  all  to  see.  Thus  the emperor  is  exposed as  being naked,
something that the BRICS countries and a number of other countries are becoming aware of.
There is no doubt that greater cooperation among these countries has helped to spread
knowledge about the psychopaths’ modus operandi. The above video is an example of the
exposure of this pattern.
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